PRESS RELEASES

SPRING 2020 NEW PRODUCTS

GOURMET DU VILLAGE DESSERT DIPS
LEMON CHIFFON DESSERT DIP
APPLE PIE DESSERT DIP
BANANA SPLIT DESSERT DIP

For this season Gourmet du Village introduces 3 new tastes of their delicious Dessert Dips which are sure to please. They are introducing Lemon Chiffon which includes all the flavour as well as white chocolate chips for an extra treat. Apple Pie which tastes incredible with tiny pieces of real dried apple and finally Banana split which tastes just like its name complete with tiny chocolate morsels.

All will be in stores this Spring, ready for summer outdoor entertaining.

Gourmet Village continue to live up to their slogan, "We make it easy to make Homemade"

For more information, contact
Gourmet du Village
539 Village, Morin Heights, QC, Canada J0R 1H0
Phone: 1-800-668-2314
www.gourmetduvillage.com
#gourmetduvillage

Sonya Wynans, Marketing Coordinator
sonyaw@gourmetduvillage.com

GOURMET DU VILLAGE MAKES IT EASY TO MAKE HOMEMADE
*Registered trademarks of Concept Gourmet du Village ULC